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_rr - ,'? iSYTald
1 ;x,:.7 L/C; ~L-~azina Street
",'e-a Orleans, Louisiana
Do?r Friend:
Thank you for your prompt reply.

Enclosed are your card and receipt, along

with our thanks and welcome .
Your interest in helping to form an FPCC Chapter in iIew Orleans is gratedully
received.

I shall try to give you some basic information now so that you may have

a better picture of what this entails .
For one thing, Lam enclosing a copy o£ our Constitution and Py-Laws for all
Chapters and Student Councils .

You will note that there is considerable autonomy

for .an organization our size .

71e try and let all Chapters operate according to the

local requirements .

Naturally, there a minimul regulations which must be met .

6:11 Chapters can receive literature in bulk at a discounted rate and resell at
the ratail price and use the proceeds for further Chapter activities
extended and payment is not required vrith the order .

Credit is

?Ve do expect payment within a

reasonable period so that we may continue our end of the operation.
It w .uld be hard to concieve of a chapter vrith as few members as seem to exist
in the New Orleans area .

I have just gone through our files and find that Lousiana

seems somewhat restricted for Fair Play activities . However, with what is there
perhaps you could build a larger group if a few people would undertake the disciplined
responsibility-of concrete organizational work.
17e certainly are not at all adverse to a very small Chapter but certainly would
expect that thera would be at least twice the amount needed to conduct a leja1 executive
board for the Chapter .

Should this be reasonable. vre could readily issue a charter fw
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In fact, we would be very, very pleased to see this

take place and would like to do everything possible to assist in brinting it about .
-,e feel that the south-east is a very difficult area to work because of our lack of
Our only southeastern Chapter right now is that in Tampa, Florida which

contacts .

I originally organized before coming up to work in the National Office .
I for one am convinced of the possibility of such an enterprise but know from
experience that it is quite a-problem and requires some sacrifice on the part of
those inv)lved .
You must realize that you will cane under tremendous pressures with any attempt
to do FPCC work in that area and that you will not be able to operate in the manner
which is c?nventional here in the north-east.

Even most of our big city Chapters have

been forced to abandon the idea of operating an office in public .

The national office

here In New York is the only one in the countrygtoday and the'New York City Chapter
uses our office too so it is the only Chapter with an office . Most Chapters have discovered that it is easier to operate semi-privately out of a home and maintain a P .O .
Box for all mailings and public notices . f(A P.O . Box is a must for any Chapter in the
organization to guarnatee the continued contact with the national even if an individuual
should move or drop out .)) 'Ie do have a serious and often violent opposition and this
proceedure helps prevent many unnecessary incidents which frighten away prospective
supporters .

I definitely would not recommend an office, at least not one that will

be easily identifyable to the lunatic fringe in your community .

Certainly, I would not

recommend that you engage in one at the very beginning but wait and see how you can
operate in the comrntnity through several public experiences .
"Ie w:ill be able to give you some assistence from here, but not much. It is up
to the local ChaptersRto . handle thair crm affairs . You shaould have at least access
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to a mimeo machine to prepare public material if you are going to operate .
,)od typewrite is essential and above all people that will carry out the million
and one mechanical functions necessary to make it a going operation .
f
Note : when you contact people by mail we recommend that only first class be
used and that no full name go on the return address on the outside of the envelope .)
You will notice how we work ourls here on the natioaal level.

1.1any people will re-

snond better with this type of protection against nutty neighbors and over curious
postmenO

These may sound like small things to you, but I can assure you that we have

gone through thi

a thousand and more time the length and breadth of the country and

have learned a great deal over the last three years through some bitter experience .
Naturally, I would like to communicate with you a great deal more concerning
yourself so that we can get to know you and possibly be of some assistance to you
as we get more information.
'9e h-)pe to hear from you very soon in this regard and are looking forward to
a Good working relationship for the future.

:'lease fell free to discuss this matter

quite thoroughly with me .
Fraternally,

V . T . Lee,
National Director .
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